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1. Executive Summary
1.1 Introduction
Utilizing funding from the MMAH Modernization grant program, Perry Group was hired
by the City of Orillia (the “City”) to conduct a Business Process Optimization (BPO)
review of a selection of City business processes, to build requirements for a new
Enterprise Content Management (ECM) solution and to assess whether Office 365 (now
renamed as Microsoft 365 (M365) and which the City has already implemented), would
be a good fit as an ECM replacement for SIRE. The project began in May 2020.
The BPO review saw a consulting team from Perry Group working with City staff to
select and review 28 customer-facing business processes, including utility locates, road
occupancy permits, building permits, parking fines and enforcement, animal licensing
and tax certificates. A complete list of business processes reviewed can be found in
Section 3.2.
A separate ECM review team, also from Perry Group, worked with Records
Management staff from the Clerks Department, Information Technology (IT) and
representatives from each City department to look at the City's existing records and
document management practices, processes, and technologies. The consulting team
worked with this team to build a set of requirements that addresses their current and
future needs and then assessed the M365 platform (which the City already uses for
email, calendaring and productivity software), to determine whether additional modules
could be implemented to meet the City's Records Management requirements and
replace SIRE, the City’s Electronic Records Management System.

1.2 Findings
The consulting team noted that City staff were very engaged in the project and
proactively identified opportunities for change that would bring efficiency and customer
service improvements. The project was an opportunity for staff to take time out of their
ongoing responsibilities, to step back and examine their services and processes. The
project also provided new process improvement methods and tools not previously
available. It is clear they recognize the opportunities and are excited and ready for
change.
Overall, both workstreams highlighted that many of the City's business processes
largely function with lots of paper and manual processing. While SIRE, the City's
electronic Records Management System, has in some cases replaced filing cabinets of
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physical records, there are opportunities across all business areas for process
digitization and modernization.
Almost all the processes reviewed by the consulting team involve steps that could be
streamlined.
As an illustration, one sample process that was reviewed requires numerous process
steps to complete. Using the BPO methodology, the City and consulting teams
designed a streamlined process, supported by technology, that would reduce the
number of steps by over 50% and result in staff time savings of up to 1 ¾ hours per
transaction.
In many of the processes reviewed, the customer is required to visit a City facility to
initiate a request. Some processes require the customer to visit multiple City facilities, or
the same City facility multiple times. Most payments must be done over-the-counter.
The BPO review identified the following processes as prime candidates for
modernization.
• Utility Locate Requests
• Building Permit – New Construction and Renovations
• Road Occupancy Permits
• Asset Related Complaints and Service Requests
• Tax Certificate Request Management
• Water and WW Treatment Work Orders
• Asset Condition Assessment and Replacement
Collectively, enhancements in these seven areas have the potential to save the
organization an estimated 9,750 hours of staff time annually in future. Achievement of
such savings will require upfront and ongoing investment in people, processes, and
technology.
Implementation of the recommended BPO enhancements will not only deliver internal
efficiencies but also modernize and improve the customer experience – introducing
digital services for those that prefer to use them. Customers that use Netflix and
Amazon, who bank online, and who renew their driver’s license and health card online
increasingly expect to do the same with their City government.
Digital services can be available 24/7 from anywhere, are generally more accessible to
all members of the community, allow customers to self-serve and reduce unneeded trips
to City Hall.
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Studies of service delivery costs at municipalities across the globe and in Canada are
remarkably consistent. The average cost per transaction in Canadian dollars of a faceto-face customer interaction is between $12 - $30, a phone call is approximately $5.50,
while a web transaction is just $1 per interaction. So, moving services online represents
good business and best value for taxpayers.
Our review of the City’s ECM requirements confirms both the need to replace the
existing system (SIRE) and that M365 will meet the ECM needs of the organization.
Moving to a more open approach to content sharing could also be an important cultural
change, improving efficiency within City processes by making information more easily
available.
Estimated aggregated time savings related to the implementation of a modern ECM and
all the recommended BPO improvements amount to approximately 38,000 hours per
year; just under 18,000 hours from process improvements and up to 20,000 from
efficiencies related to the ECM implementation.
It is important to stress that these are estimated future staff time savings, not
direct or immediately achievable cost savings.
If recommended people, process, and technology improvements are implemented, staff
could spend less time on processing and filing of documents and records, freeing their
time to focus on other higher value activities. In other situations, provision of mobile
technology to field staff (e.g. inspectors, locates and roads crews) could allow them to
complete more inspections or work orders each day. Online applications for permits
could reduce the amount of paper that needs filing, data that staff must enter into
systems, and the calls that customers have to make to check the status of an
application. Collectively, this could create capacity within the organization, and in some
areas could reduce the need to add staff in future.
Our review also identified the following quantified benefits:
• By moving services online and reducing the need to visit City Hall, assuming
50% take-up of online services, approximately 5,900 trips by customers to City
offices could be eliminated annually. Assuming a conservative estimate of 10km
per trip (5km roundtrip), this equates to a reduction of 11,000 Kgs of CO2
emissions.
• By reducing paper use and duplication, over 63,000 hardcopy documents that
are generated annually could be eliminated.
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The consulting team looked at 28 customer-facing business processes. None of the
internal functions – such as payroll, accounts payable, accounts receivable, or expense
processing – were reviewed by the consulting team.

1.3 Recommendations
So, how does the City capitalize on the opportunities that have been identified?
The City (SLT, Managers, and staff) have an opportunity to learn from other
municipalities; how they have modernized and what benefits have been achieved
through digitization.
We recommend looking to municipalities like Southwest Middlesex (who have
effectively implemented the Citywide Work Management system), Innisfil (who have a
strong Planning, Permitting and Licensing System (PPLS) with an integrated Customer
Relationship Management system & highly functioning GIS), Stratford (who have a
strong PPLS), and Newmarket that have tackled projects like those recommended here.
There is also value in looking at larger organizations that lead in the municipal
technology space such as Markham, Burlington, Oakville, and Kitchener, to see how
they have tackled these opportunities and learn from their experiences.
We note and applaud the fact that the City has and continues to make investments in
technology and modernization efforts. Hardware replacements, network enhancements
and a transition to a laptop fleet, the implementations of Microsoft-365 and Citywide as
an Asset Management System, the introduction of online recruitment and digital
submission of bids and tenders, as well as online appointment booking are all important
steps forward.
The key to the City continuing its modernization journey will be continued and sustained
ongoing investment in people, process, and technology.
The benefits identified in previous sections cannot be realized without the
implementation of new business solutions or expansions of existing systems to support
process improvement and digitization. In turn, none of these initiatives can be realized
without investments in staffing to implement, evolve and support the solutions.
While it is important to note that there are some quick wins that the City can pursue,
which capitalize on existing work and investments, not least:
• Implementation of a series of online forms, using the eForms builder solution,
including training business unit staff to use the tools.
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•
•
•
•

Deployment of technology to field-staff and using interim eForms and GIS
solutions to collect data in the field.
Implementation of the Central Square Virtual City Hall (VCH) Dog licensing and
Tax Certificates solutions.
Exploring how the Citywide Asset Management solution can be extended to
support immediate work tracking, logbook and other needs.
Implementation of the eSolutions Portal product.

Quick wins only inch the organization forward, they don’t achieve the transformation that
we believe is possible, and that would deliver real value to the City.
The real opportunities identified in this report require major investment to fund the new
technology, staffing to conduct more detailed process design work, to drive
implementation and support the solutions once implemented, and focused leadership to
achieve the results.
We recognize that this is a Catch 22 situation – the City must invest to save. While the
BPO cost avoidance calculations show the return on investment the City could gain by
implementing the proposed process changes, there is an initial investment required that
we recognize will be challenging to secure. Figuring out ways that the City can fund
these investments is key to realizing the benefits.
There are a handful of strategic actions needed. We recommend that:
• Council formalizes the commitment to digitize and deliver modern digital
customer services.
• The City's CAO and Senior Leadership Team (SLT) lead efforts to shift the
organization’s focus to modernization and digital service delivery across each of
the City’s service areas, and measure success against this objective.
• The City work to identify sources of funding to support increased investment in
modernization and digitization of services.
• The City commit to making strategic, targeted investments in several key
modernization and digital initiatives including: the expansion of the Citywide
Asset Management system currently being implemented to address corporate
Work Management needs; implementation of a Planning, Permitting and
Licensing System; Microsoft 365 expansion for ECM; and Web Portal as
foundations to the modernization agenda.
The “People, Process, then Technology” approach is a proven method for thinking
through and executing on technology strategy and solutions, which we have applied to
our recommendations.
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So, specifically in these areas, we recommend that the City do the following.
1.3.1 People Solutions
1. Provide digital education (e.g. learning programs, external speakers, field trips to
other municipalities and private sector organizations leading in their use of
technology) to leaders, managers and staff to help illustrate the art of the
possible, to grow the organization’s digital literacy and to help everyone better
understand what it takes to implement and deliver modern services and
supporting technology solutions.
2. Increase investment in staffing within IT, particularly in the business solutions
area, to support solutions implementation, digitization and ongoing operation,
evolution, and enhancement of newly digitized processes.
3. Increase project success, by staffing projects with Project Management, Change
Agents, Business Analyst and Subject Matter Expert positions, using capital
funding to contract-in staffing expertise and to backfill business specialists for
these roles.
1.3.2 Process Solutions
1. Prepare a formal IT and GIS Strategy that should be approved by Council, that
addresses corporate IT, GIS and data needs and sets out the City’s long-term
roadmap.
2. Commit to investing in technology as a method to save time in business units
(this is discussed further in the next section).
3. Explore and secure new internal and external funding mechanisms to support the
needed increase in investment for technology (e.g., increased technology budget
allocations, grants, gas tax, development charges, permit revenues, service
surcharges, etc.).
4. Focus first on digitizing the identified business processes where demonstrable
business value can be achieved (e.g., utility locates, building permits, road
occupancy permits, work order management, etc.).
5. Establish a BPO capability within the organization by training select staff to
conduct BPO work.
6. Update Records Management manuals and policies to support modernized
document and records management and pave the way for the implementation of
a new ECM.
7. Prepare policies to support modernization (e.g., digital signatures and approvals).
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1.3.3 Technology Solutions
1. Extend the City's existing eSolutions web platform to include online portal
technology that provides identity (login), forms, payments and back-office
business systems integration capabilities.
2. Expand the scope of the current implementation of the Citywide Asset
Management System (AMS) to include Work Management capabilities, online
service requests, mobile, locates and other core functions.
3. Implement a new Planning, Permitting and Licensing System (PPLS) for handling
planning, permitting and licensing business processes, as well as bylaw
standards and enforcement.
4. Implement a shared Point of Sale solution for processing payments in a
standardized fashion online and offline.
5. Mobilize field staff by providing devices, connectivity, and direct access to
business solutions (Citywide, GIS).
6. Digitize historic paper records into business systems, reducing reliance on paper
and the requirement to operate dual systems.
7. Implement an ECM system based on existing M365; migrate content from File
Shares and SIRE; decommission file shares and SIRE.

1.4 Sequencing, Investment & Return on Investment (ROI)
1.4.1 Sequencing
In what order should these opportunities be tackled? What should the City do first?
This is a challenging choice. Ideally, as foundational systems, the key systems
(Citywide AMS, PPLS, ECM) would be implemented immediately. However, based on
resource capacity, we suggest the City should tackle only one major transformation
initiative at a time.
As a result, we recommend the following broad sequence:
1. Continue with the Citywide AMS implementation and extend the Citywide scope
to cover other relevant areas of Work Management activities (including locates,
work orders, logbooks and mobile field working).
2. Implement the ECM and M365-based automations along with other specialty
solutions.
3. Implement the PPLS for the processes where best value could be achieved and
expand the implementation into the other areas in the future.
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This manifests in the following recommended timeline.
Year
2020
2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

Implementation Activities
Asset Management System (AMS) implementation project now underway
Update Document/Records Management policies, standards and guidelines
Continue Asset Management System implementation, with expansion of scope to address
important Work Management functions
#1 – Locates Request Management process
#5 – Asset Management Complaints and Service Request Management process
ECM/M365 planning in 2022 and implementation in 2023
Cleanup of File Shares and storage in preparation for M365
#4 – Road Occupancy Permits process
#6 – Tax Certificate (TC) Request Management process
ECM/M365 planning in 2022 and implementation in 2023
#24 – Fire Document Review process (FOI)
#26 – Water QMS-DCR
#27 – Water and WW Treatment QMS-OFI
Total cost of PPLS has been spread from 2024 to 2026
#2 – Building Permits (New Construction)
#3 – Building Permits (Renovations)
#11 – Clean and Clear Bylaw Complaints process
#18 – Property Standards Bylaw Complaints process
#10 – Council Meeting, Agenda Management process
#12, 13 – Animal Licensing process
AMS and PPLS to continue
#16 – Compliance Letters – Building and Zoning
#25 – Compliance Letters – Multi-Unit
#17 – Fire Inspections
#14 – Vital Statistics – Burial Permits
#19 – Vital Stats – Marriage Licenses
#23 – Entrance Permits process
Cost to implement all types of Planning applications:
#22 – Site Plan Applications process
#24 – Fire Document Review process (planning-related)
#7 – Water and WW Treatment Work Orders
#15 – Water and WW Treatment Logbooks
There could be extra capacity of the resources that could be available for other projects
#20 – Parking Enforcement, Complaints and Ticket Lifecycle Management
#21 – Municipal Lot Parking Permits
#28 – Municipal Lot Complaints

Other smaller initiatives, introducing online forms and new one-off digital services as
well as the introduction of the online portal capability, can occur in parallel to these more
transformative initiatives.
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1.4.2 Investment and ROI
As noted, the implementation of these initiatives will require investment in people
(temporary and ongoing staffing), process design and in new technology. The costs are
broken down by workstream:
Ranges
BPO Investment Requirements
ECM Investment Requirements

Capital
$2,120,000 – $2,420,000
$611,000 – $733,000

Operating
$87,000 – $164,000
$126,000

These estimates are based on implementation over the next 7 years. The City, at its
discretion, could choose to accelerate implementation, or go slower.
Collectively, both investment streams demonstrate a clear return on investment to the
City, with the ECM providing an ROI within 2.5 years, and the BPO within the first 12
months1, leading, as previously noted, to the annual estimated potential future time
savings of up to 38,000 hours per year when the 7-year investment program is
complete.

1.5 Conclusion
This review has, as anticipated, identified opportunities at the City for customer service
improvement, and internal cost savings through process digitization and modernization.
All the initiatives and solutions recommended have been implemented by many other
municipalities, small and large, across Ontario and beyond. These are realistic and
tangible solutions that are proven to deliver real business benefits and customer service
improvements.
While there are some quick wins, the City’s focus should be on the more significant and
impactful opportunities that we have highlighted.
Each of the opportunities identified requires upfront investment in people, process, and
technology, along with leadership attention and commitment to successfully achieve the
benefits anticipated. However, the investments recommended are demonstrably
worthwhile, viable, and will deliver ongoing operating returns that will compound and
accrue over time.

1

Incremental investment in individual process digitization initiatives results in a net positive ROI within 12
months, which remains positive throughout the investment timeline.
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2. Introduction and Background
Perry Group is a firm that specializes in service and process design, digital and
technology in municipalities. Our mission is building better municipalities, and we have
worked with over 120 municipalities across Canada on technology strategy and
planning work, business process optimization and solutions implementation.
Perry Group was hired by the City of Orillia, through an RFP process, to conduct two
streams of work:
1. A business process review of up to 25 business processes.
2. A review of the City's existing records management practices and future ECM
requirements, to determine whether M365 would meet the City's needs as a
corporate ECM solution.
The project, which began in May 2020, was sponsored by the Director of HR and run by
the City's IT Manager.
The consulting team worked directly with City staff from each business unit to gather
information to inform the ECM and BPO workstreams. Representatives from the Clerks
Records Management team were heavily involved in the Records Management Gap
Analysis and ECM requirements development. Individual frontline and management
subject matter experts from relevant business units for each of the business processes
were engaged and actively participated in process mapping of existing and future
business processes.
A Steering Committee, with representatives from all departments, was involved in
overseeing the work.
The consulting team met with the CAO, Director HR, and General Manager, Corporate
Services to review findings and share early observations in late July.
This report is a summary report designed to be shared with Leadership and Council.
Two separate and more detailed reports, focused on the results of each of the individual
work streams – BPO Review and ECM Review – have been separately provided to the
City, along with all the outputs of the BPO work and business requirements for the
ECM.
The next two sections (3 and 4) separately cover the observations of the two respective
workstreams. The subsequent sections (5 and 6) bring both streams back together into
a common set of considerations and recommendations.
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3. BPO Review Summary
3.1 Process Review Approach
Perry Group uses a simplified BPO methodology informed by Lean Six Sigma and
Business Process Re-Engineering (BPR) best practices, as illustrated in the diagram
below.

Figure 1: BPO Methodology

The team of consultants and more than 40 Orillia staff were engaged over four (4)
months in the execution of the BPO work.

3.2 Processes Reviewed
Following a prioritization of prospective processes, the following customer-facing
business processes were selected by the City, and then reviewed using the process
illustrated in Figure 1.
1. Animal Licensing – External
2. Animal Licensing – Internal
3. Asset Condition Assessment
4. Asset Management Complaints and Service Request Management
5. Asset Replacement
6. Building Permits – New Construction
7. Building Permits – Renovations
8. Clean and Clear Bylaw Complaints
9. Compliance Letters – Building and Zoning
10. Compliance Letters – Multi-Unit
11. Council Meeting, Agenda Management
12. Entrance Permits
13. Fire Document Review
14. Fire Inspections
15. Locates Request Management (Water, Electrical)
16. Municipal Lot Parking Permits
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17. Municipal Lot Complaints
18. Parking Enforcement – Complaints and Ticket Lifecycle Management
19. Property Standards Bylaw Complaints – Building
20. Road Occupancy Permits
21. Site Plan Applications Process
22. Tax Certificate Request Management
23. Vital Statistics – Burial Permits
24. Vital Statistics – Marriage Licenses
25. Water and Wastewater Quality Management System – Document Change
Request (DCR)
26. Water and Wastewater Treatment Quality Management System – Opportunities
for Improvement (OFI)
27. Water and Wastewater Treatment Work Orders
28. Water and WW Treatment Logbooks
Note that all process documentation prepared by the consulting team has been supplied
separately to the City. A sample of the As-is, To-be and other documentation prepared
for a sample process (Locates) has been included in Appendix 1.

3.3 General Business Process Observations
As was anticipated, the BPO review identified opportunities to modernize and
streamline existing business processes.
For every one of the 28 processes reviewed, opportunities for improvement have been
identified resulting in staff time savings of between 10 mins to 10 hours per transaction.
The consulting team noted that the majority of current business processes reviewed
were primarily designed for over-the-counter and over-the-phone customer interactions
– not for web delivery. Opportunities exist to provide online self-service for customers.
In many of the processes that were reviewed, the customer is required to physically visit
a City facility to initiate a request. Some processes require the customer to visit multiple
City facilities, or the same City facility multiple times. Most payments must be done
over-the-counter.
Few of the processes reviewed use business solutions to automate and actively
manage the process or workflow. Business solutions are the technologies that are
typically used to operate business processes, manage workflows and approvals
(e.g., calculate and issue tax bills, track time and attendance and run payroll, issue
permits and licenses), and thus are the enablers of process automation and integral to
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process optimization. While SIRE stores documents related to processes and
transactions it is not a workflow management system.
Instead, paper tracking of paper files predominates. As a result, department staff rely on
information stored in hardcopy to deliver and manage services. For example:
• Much of the City’s critical information is stored on paper in duplicate,
e.g., property files, Roll Books, etc.
• Paper receipts are used for cash management.
• Manual paper workorders are used to assign and track asset repairs and service
requests.
The use of paper files results in the following inefficiencies:
• By nature, paper records can be accessed by a single person at any given time.
In many cases this adds additional processing time.
• Paper can be lost or misfiled; as a result, multiple copies are typically retained.
• Due to multiple physically separate files related to the same entity, there is no
holistic view of all that is happening with that entity – a parcel of land, an
employee or an asset. For example, it is difficult for anyone in the City to piece
together a common view of all the City's interactions related to a single property.
• Departments maintaining their own paper files related to the same entity results
in duplication of effort, mismatches and errors.
A key observation of the consulting team is that the City needs some core systems to
operate efficient processes. For instance:
• There is a requirement for a system to manage land and property-based
business processes, e.g., development applications, licenses, permits, etc.
• There is a requirement for a business system to track service requests from the
public.
• There is a requirement for a business system for managing work orders or
locates.
While the City does have a legacy system to track and manage building permits
(MiPermits), in practice, the system itself is only used to enter permit information at the
end of the process, with the process itself being managed outside the system.
The consultants also observed that where they exist, most business solutions are used
to enter data after the fact, not in real-time to help teams manage workflows. Most
approval workflows are managed on paper and the system is used to enter the result.
This is not a best practice nor an effective use of automated business solutions.
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The consultants noted that almost all business processes reviewed involved significant
effort related to records management, which could be reduced through the
implementation of new systems and automation.
Typically, at the conclusion of a process, administrative staff scan the paper documents
generated through the process and save into SIRE, the City's records management
system. Of the 28 processes reviewed, consultants identified over 13,000 times where
documents were scanned and stored in the SIRE system each year. In some cases, a
document that was created electronically was printed, circulated, signed, and then
scanned back to SIRE. On some occasions, multiple copies of the same document
were stored in SIRE by separate stakeholders of the same process.
Broadly speaking, we noted that where the City does not have a system to automate a
certain business function, SIRE has become the default system even though, in most
cases, SIRE is functioning as a digital filing cabinet – not as a business process
management tool.
The consultants noted that, for all the 28 processes reviewed, City staff rely on
administrative support to operate the process. Because processes are manual and
paper-based, technical staff depend on administrative staff to perform many tasks.
Many of the optimization opportunities identified through the BPO work, result in the
reduction or elimination of these administrative tasks through automation.
Many of the processes that were reviewed had multiple administrative steps to collect
and process payment from citizens. In many cases, staff members outside the Finance
and Treasury departments had considerable time and effort dedicated to receiving and
tracking payments, most often managed by maintaining spreadsheets.
For the business processes that were analyzed, there are no integrated or online
payment options, resulting in numerous administrative steps to manage cash, cheques
and invoices generated in several processes.
In most cases, field staff perform data collection on paper and the administrative staff
key that data into a tracking system. This creates additional duplicate administrative
tasks, delays and potential errors.
In summary, process automation represents a significant opportunity for the City.
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The idea behind process automation is that all tasks, data and approvals are digitized,
so that the data captured and updated during the process is then used for
decision-making.
When processes are digitized and managed electronically, all necessary transaction
processing – workflows, notifications, quality checks and validations – can be carried
out via a device, and can happen anywhere (in the office, at a worksite, in a vehicle at
the side of the road, or at home).
Offline steps (manual interventions such as checking a paper file or getting a physical
signature) are reduced or eliminated. The online chain provides complete visibility of the
process throughout the organization – anyone can check the status or find out required
information. Systems manage the routing and workflow of the processes, including
escalating items to senior staff when exceptions are encountered, or where
performance falls below defined levels of service.
Digitization allows the City to track its own processes, to share information between
staff, and to track important management metrics that provide insights that contribute to
improved process effectiveness.
Digitization also makes it easier for the City to add new services or processes (such as
the introduction of a new business license type) because changes can be introduced
through existing business systems that already support the online applications process,
back-office administrative tracking (such as processing payments) and providing data to
field crews.
Best practice is to automate all steps in a process regardless of the organizations
involved. This best practice is known as “end to end digitization”.

3.4 Process Optimization – Potential Benefits
The improvements identified by the process optimization work would have a direct
positive impact on customer experiences, shorten elapsed times to process requests
and applications, reduce errors and save significant staff time through the elimination or
reduction of activities.
Additional community and environmental benefits through a reduction in paper use and
fewer customer visits (and vehicle trips) to City Hall could also be realized.
From the 28 customer-facing processes that were reviewed, the BPO review identified:
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•
•

•
•
•

Just under 18,000 hours of administrative and manual activities that could be
removed from current processes through automation and process redesign.
By moving services online and reducing the need to visit City Hall, assuming
50% take-up of online services, approximately 5,900 trips by customers to City
offices could be eliminated annually.
Assuming a conservative estimate of 10km per trip (5km roundtrip), this equates
to a reduction of 11,000 Kgs of CO2 emissions.
By reducing paper use and duplication, over 63,000 hardcopy documents that
are generated annually could be eliminated.
By integrating business systems with the ECM system, the City could eliminate
13,000 times of documents being scanned and stored separately.

3.5 Key Opportunities
Of the 28 processes reviewed, some stood out as high potential opportunities. Ranking
the results based on the potential future time savings that could be achieved, the review
recommends that the City focus on the high-volume transactions that will deliver high
value in return.
1. Locates Requests – 4,125 hrs per year (HPY)
2. Building Permits – New Construction and Renovations (2 processes) – 2,952
HPY
3. Road Occupancy Permits – 2,000 HPY
4. Asset Mgt Complaints and Service Requests – 1,750 HPY
5. Tax Certificate Request Management – 1,064 HPY
6. Water and Wastewater Treatment Work Orders – 1,000 HPY
7. Asset Condition – Assessment and Replacement (2 processes) – 990 HPY
Pursuing these top 9 (note that items 2 and 7 in the list represent 2 processes each)
opportunities alone represents up to 9,750 hours per year in potential efficiencies.

3.6 Key Business Solutions
In evaluating these opportunities, the consulting team identified that a small number of
key business solutions are required to address these opportunities. These include:
1. Asset and Work Management System (Citywide AMS)– the City recently selected
Citywide for this purpose, and an initial limited scope implementation is underway
– a larger scope project will be required to implement additional features and
modules of the selected solution.
2. Planning, Permitting and Licensing System (PPLS).
3. Enterprise Content Management System (ECM).
18

4. Online portal technology – the City has capital budgeted for the implementation
of a portion of this solution in 2021.
5. Implementation of Virtual City Hall features of Great Plains – the City has
purchased and partially implemented some of these capabilities.
Focusing on these key projects will deliver many of the anticipated business process
optimizations that have been identified through the BPO work.
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4. ECM Review Summary
As part of the ECM workstream, the consulting team conducted a review of the City’s
existing records management practices, developed requirements for an ECM system for
the City, and assessed whether Office 365 (now Microsoft 365, or M365) could meet the
City’s current and future ECM requirements.

4.1 Assessment and Findings
The assessment of current records management practices identified a series of gaps in
Records Management Policy and practice that should be addressed. Particularly, there
is a need to update the City's Records Management Policy to better reflect business
practices, a need to revise the Records Retention Schedule to accommodate digital
content and to update the Records Management Manual.
The assessment of existing practices, which also looked at how SIRE and the City’s
File Shares are currently used, re-confirmed that SIRE must be replaced, and
File Shares rationalized and decommissioned. The key issues identified are:
1. Separation of documents and records management creates duplication and
complexity.
2. Cumbersome records classification required by staff loading content into the
system.
3. Weak user interface and poor overall usability.
4. Lack of many modern features including version control, collaborative document
editing, large file handling/sharing.
The way in which SIRE is used by staff is reflective of old Records Management
paradigms. In addition to these important factors, the SIRE system is no longer
supported by the vendor, and thus represents a risk to the City of solution features
failing or ceasing to function.
With this assessment complete, our consulting team worked with City staff, and used
industry standard material to prepare a set of ECM requirements that the City can use
going forward (in a procurement exercise, if necessary). These requirements were
validated with Clerks and IT staff, and with representatives from all business units
before being finalized.
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4.2 Recommendations
The RM assessment results in recommendations around implementing important policy
updates and the creation of new policies, an update of the records management
manual, and a modernization of the file plan and records retention schedules. The
following table summarizes the policy and procedures work recommended.
RM Gap
Analysis
Report
Section
#
4.1
4.2
4.3.1
4.3.2
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11.1
4.11.2
4.12
4.13
4.14
4.15
4.16
4.17
4.18
4.19
4.20

RM Gap Analysis Report Section Name /
Document Name

Records Management Policy
Records Classification Scheme
Records Retention Bylaw
Records Retention Schedule
Records Management Manual
Archival Records
Intranet Content
Website Content
Social Media Content
Backups
Routine Disclosure and Active Dissemination
Policy
Personal Information
Personal Information Banks
Access to Information (FOI) Policy
(if not combined with Privacy Policy)
Privacy Policy
(if not combined with Access to Information
(FOI) Policy)
Information Security Classification
Information Preservation Hold Procedure
Electronic Signature Policy
Employee Transfer and Offboarding Records
Management Procedure
Records Digitization Standard
Privacy Impact Assessments
Privacy Breach Protocol

Revise
(Existing)

Create
(New)

ü
ü
No
change
ü
ü

No
change
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Note that the consulting team has provided to the Clerks team in a separate RM Gap
Analysis report more detailed recommendations along with samples that the City can
use to start this work.
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The fit-gap assessment2 of Office365 / M365 against the City’s ECM requirements
indicates that the M365 platform (which, for the purposes of our assessment includes
SharePoint, Teams, OneDrive and Power Platform and in which the City has already
invested), can replace SIRE, bringing the modern ECM capabilities that the City
requires.
Key features of a modern ECM include:
• Documents and records are stored in a single repository.
• Records are automatically categorized, and retention schedules applied based
on easy user-application of simple metadata at document creation time.
• Real-time document collaboration / editing with people inside and outside the
organization.
• Version history with user-managed ability to restore objects to previous version.
• ECM features built directly into productivity products (Word, Excel, PowerPoint).
• Solutions available for computers, tablet and smartphones.
• Ability to sync files for offline access.
• Simple large file sharing with partners outside of the organization.
All the above features, and most required features identified by City staff, are available
in the platform, with only a handful of requirements that may need additional
configuration or add-ons. These gaps are discussed in more detail in the ECM report.
We have also noted that, with the speed at which Microsoft is moving to address
Records Management requirements, any missing features not currently available in the
platform are likely to be addressed in the future.
Budget estimates for the implementation of an M365-based ECM are in the range of
$611,000 – $733,000, with the bulk of the cost attributable to implementation resources.
This includes $36,000 for software licensing, $150,000 for professional services to
assist the City with implementation, and $50,000 in content migration costs. Most costly,
but also most important, are the seconded internal or contracted-in staffing that is
needed to drive the implementation and make the initiative successful (which accounts
for approximately $375,000).
Timelines for implementation are expected to be between 12-18 months.
The broad and unquantified business benefits of implementing a new ECM include:
• Improved employee satisfaction.
2

A fit-gap assessment uses a list of requirements as a basis to assess whether a
solution can meet a requirement (fit) or not (gap).
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced content retrieval delays.
Assurance of authoritative records.
Support of evidence-based decision-making.
Support of implementation of the City's strategic plan.
Support of improved knowledge transfer and succession planning.
Support of improved institutional knowledge retention.
Support and promotion of collaborative work.
Increased record retention compliance.
Support of the shift to a “less-paper” office.
Support of customer service improvements.
Minimization of risk.
Expanded content access.

Quantifiable benefits in the form of staff time savings have been estimated to be up to
20,000 hours per year. Similar to the BPO work, this is not in the form of direct savings
but is future cost avoidance – an estimate of the accumulation of time that all staff
across the City will save by using a more modern and efficient system, removing
duplication of content, easing collaboration internally and externally.
Assuming a gradual ramp-up to achieve all the efficiencies anticipated, estimates
suggest a payback period of under 18 months from launch of the new system, and
2.5 years from investment beginning. A reasonable business case for making the
investment.
It is important to recognize that ECM projects are notoriously difficult and require
institutional level commitment by City, SLT and all involved to be successful. The
implementation of a new ECM will impact every single person in the organization.
Strong executive support and a commitment of IT and business resources will be
required to achieve a successful outcome.
As we have noted, RM policy and guidelines must be updated before tackling ECM
implementation – and this should be the City’s first priority. Work on this can begin
immediately.
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5. Important Considerations
The following section outlines key factors that the City must consider as it plans how to
move forward with any of the recommendations and projects identified within this report.

5.1 Identify and Secure Funding for Modernization and
Digitization
There are, as noted throughout the report, opportunities for modernization across the
whole organization.
However, all the changes identified within this review, require implementing new
technology or expanding existing tools to more staff. These projects need staff to
execute the projects and then ongoing support staff to maintain. Additional funding and
staffing will be required to move forward with the recommended changes.
As noted earlier, this is a Catch 22 situation – while the BPO cost avoidance
calculations show the return on investment the City could gain by implementing the
proposed process changes, there is an initial investment required that we recognize will
be challenging to secure. The City needs to find funds to modernize the organization.
While one-time modernization funding from the Province may be applied to several of
the recommended activities, other funding will also be needed. Other municipalities with
which we have worked have used Building Permit reserves, grants and Development
Charges, service surcharges and Gas Tax funding (to name just a few ways) to invest in
relevant modernization activities.
The City should explore these and all other possible avenues to increase investment in
technology to support its modernization efforts.

5.2 Aim High – Aim for End-to-End Digitization
As it tackles modernization, it is important that the City consider digitization from an
end-to-end perspective. That is, digitizing all the steps in a process from the customer,
to the City and back to the customer, not just small parts of the process.
For example, consider a paper form to apply for a grant: if the City digitizes the form
allowing a customer to submit the form online, that undoubtedly simplifies and digitizes
the first step of the process for the customer.
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However, if the next step of the process inside the City is for staff to print the form and
then manage a paper-based process, we have only digitized a small part of the process
and missed the opportunity to achieve the biggest internal process efficiencies.
Moreover, what if the customer wants to check on the status of their request, or upload
additional information, or amend something they have submitted – without an
end-to-end system, they will not be able to do that. The City will have made some of the
customer's experience better but not all of it.
A more complete example of end-to-end process digitization can be seen in thinking
about a Building Permit application:
• A customer visits the City's website, clicks apply for permit and fills out the details
of their renovation, attaches necessary drawings, pays the fees and submits the
application.
• Internal staff are notified by the system of a new application.
• Plans review is completed online, with marked up drawings returned to the
customer online for them to make some minor revisions.
• The customer makes the adjustments and returns to the City's website and
submits revised drawings.
• With the plans review completed, the City issues the building permit via the
system, and the customer is automatically notified and downloads their building
permit for printing and displaying at site.
• Work progresses well, and the customer now needs a plumbing and electrical
inspection. The customer visits the City website and uses the online booking tool
to book the local inspector for their first available inspection, which is
automatically scheduled in the inspector’s calendar.
• The next morning, the inspector plans their day on their tablet, and the system
provides a route to the location. Onsite, the inspector uses their tablet to record
the detail of the inspection, take photos of the work, and issue a pass certificate.
All of this is automatically filed in the system, without any administrative
paperwork, and the results of the inspection are automatically emailed to the
customer.
This is an example of true end-to-end digitization of a process where customer, office
staff and field inspectors are connected throughout the process using a common
system.
Such systems are in place in a growing number of municipalities across Canada, and
not just large ones – small municipalities with 10,000 residents (Grey Highlands,
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Puslinch, North Middlesex) are now offering this level of service and this is the type of
end-to-end service that the City should aspire to deliver.

5.3 Assign Sufficient Implementation Resources
To be successful, any of the projects identified need dedicated resources to drive their
implementation, capacity does not exist with existing workloads. The City should plan to
add sufficient staff resources to support any planned implementation activities, and
these resources should be funded as part of the project implementation costs and
capitalized.
A common set of required staff resources for significant projects (of the type we are
describing within this report) would be for project and change management (PM),
business analysis (BA) and for the backfilling of subject matter experts (SMEs).
As a result, we recommend that the City ensure that the following roles are in place to
lead and execute modernization efforts:
• Project Manager (PM): A PM will ensure that the projects are implemented as
per the budget, scope and the schedule. A dedicated PM for the next five years
is proposed (and we believe) necessary based on the number and complexity of
projects. The PM will also play the role of a change manager.
• Business Analyst (BA): The BPO project has identified multiple business
process changes. The BA will work with the PM in the digitization of the
optimized business processes, will understand the functionalities of business
systems and match the business processes accordingly, will identify alternative
process steps in-line with the functionalities of the systems, and will work with the
business to interpret the business needs into system functions. It is
recommended that a dedicated BA be available for the next five years based on
the number of process digitization’s that are planned.
• Subject Matter Expert (SME): City department users are busy with their
day-to-day work. It is not practical to pull existing staff into a project and expect
them to do project work as well as day-to-day business. It is vital that dedicated
SMEs are available as part of the project team for the successful implementation.
For example, a Building Permit SME should be available when the Permits
business processes are digitized. The recommendation is to reserve funds to hire
backfill staff to do the day-to-day activities while a seasoned SME from the
business unit is assigned to the projects.
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5.4 Plan for Change Management
The changes recommended through both streams are significant. They will change how
staff and management work – introducing computerization to some roles that have not
used technology as part of their jobs before.
In order to be successful, the City should consider using a proven change management
practice, e.g., Prosci’s ADKAR to help people become Aware, build Desire, and develop
the Knowledge necessary to successfully embrace change.
A formalized change management practice can help the City secure buy-in and support
for the change, manage staff and customer expectations, ensure that communication
and training is suitably handled, and that the change is successfully adopted.

5.4 Use Formalized Project Management
If the City is to make investment in modernization, it needs to be assured that the
projects will be successful – achieving their stated goals to agreed levels of quality,
within budget and on time. Proven methods to deliver effective technology projects have
been captured into project methods that are applied to projects all over the world (e.g.
the PM Body of Knowledge, PMBOK).
A formal and repeatable project management methodology for technology-supported
business transformation projects should be adopted by the City. Many municipalities
have developed and adopted such project methodologies, and the City can borrow
those practices. Project teams should be trained on the methodology and practices
should be used consistently. Project techniques don’t need to be onerous, just sufficient
to accomplish the work at hand.

5.5 Establish Long-Term IT and GIS Strategy, with Increased
Focus on Business Solutions
Most of the recommended improvements require some type of technology to be
implemented. This will have a significant impact on the IT Division, the staff resources
that are needed within the team (e.g., new business solution support) and the IT
infrastructure to support implementation (e.g., mobile technology, remote support,
increased use of Cloud technologies).
A holistic, long-term view through the development of an IT and GIS Strategy could help
the City prepare for the changes ahead. The long-term IT and GIS Strategy should
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identify the roadmap of work ahead, the IT governance, policies, and standards, as well
as an implementation work plan.
In addition, the Strategy should address the IT and GIS resource and skill needs that
the City has for today and the future. Why combine GIS and IT? Simply because the
dependencies and linkages between the functions and the shared technologies are so
interlinked.
At this time, the IT Division supports a limited number of business solution technologies,
and one member of staff is assigned to support business solutions – leaving the City
under-resourced and somewhat vulnerable.
Moving forward, with the potential addition of several key systems including PPLS,
AMS, POS, the portal, and the expansion of others (GIS and VCH), the City must
consider whether it has sufficient business solutions resources to effectively support
and evolve its current and new systems.
We believe that there are insufficient resources and additional business solutions
specialists in IT will be required to support and evolve the new business solutions
proposed.
Perry Group recommends that municipalities should allocate between 2.5-5% of its total
staffing towards technology, which we understand the City is well below. The following
table provides a comparison against other municipalities that we are aware of.
Municipality
Georgina
Timmins
Brant
Innisfil
New Tecumseh
Orillia
Fort Erie
Orangeville

Type
Lower
Single
Single
Lower
Lower
Single
Lower
Lower

Pop
45,000
42,000
37,000
37,000
34,000
31,000
31,000
29,000

IT Staff
8
8
9
9
7
5.2
5
7

Comments
Includes Director of IT
4 additions planned
2 additions in 2020
IS Review underway

5.6 Invest in Digital Culture & Education
During the BPO workshops, the consultants noted that most staff are willing to change,
are excited by the prospect of improvements, and are ready to embrace technology. But
City staff as a group have been using manual paper-based processes for a long time.
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Establishing a more digital savvy culture in the organization could help ease the
implementation of the proposed changes and create an environment where new ideas
are generated, captured, assessed and implemented in a seamless manner.
As a result, we believe it would be beneficial for the City to invest in digital education for
leaders and managers to enhance their understanding of digital possibilities, and digital
training for management and staff to develop their digital skills.

5.7 Build an Internal BPO Capability
As noted, this BPO initiative has reviewed 28 processes customer facing processes.
In order to build on the success of the BPO review, it is recommended that the City
establish BPO skills within the organization, perhaps through a BPO centre of
excellence. The methodology used during this project could be used by City staff and,
according to an SLT sanctioned program, the City could continuously apply BPO
practices to its current processes.

5.8 ECM Implementation Considerations
There are a handful of considerations for the ECM implementation. More details can be
found in the ECM report.
5.8.1 City-wide Change Management
The magnitude of the City-wide change management required to successfully
implement an ECM system is significant.
Replacing the largely unmanaged personal and shared network drives with an ECM
system, positioning an ECM system as the place for both work in progress (WIP) and
complete / final / approved content objects, ingesting into an ECM system the emails
that need to be kept as records, providing metadata for content objects, and using an
ECM system (instead of the email system) for document collaboration, will significantly
change how every employee creates / receives and manages content objects. They will
require training and support to make this change.
Adoption of the recommended “open by default” philosophy (see below) will also require
significant culture change. The City needs to break down information silos and the
“mine” mindset which, along with the challenges of administering access
rights/privileges in network drives, often prevents employees from accessing the
information they need. There needs to be emphasis on the sharing of information /
content objects in daily work and decision-making.
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People and culture are so critical to adoption of a new ECM. While implementing the
new technology is a large part of the work, if staff continue to use the new technology as
they did the old, anticipated benefits will not be achieved.
Change must be actively managed using a change management methodology and led
from the top. Key behaviours are modelled by leaders in the organization and use of the
system cannot be optional.
5.8.2 Adopt an “Open by Default” Philosophy for Accessing Content
Objects
The security on shared network drives is by department (and often further locked down
within a department) and SIRE is similarly set up at the department level. This
frequently inhibits electronic document collaboration across departments, prevents
employees from accessing information, and requires the labour-intensive revision of
security settings when employees change departments (or divisions within departments)
or when a reorganization occurs.
To improve the ease and speed of access to content objects and promote
cross-functional document collaboration, we recommend the City adopt an “open by
default” philosophy in the ECM system.
This means that all content objects would be available to any user by default (subject to
read / write / delete permissions that would be pre-set) with access being restricted only
for content objects containing sensitive or confidential information. For those content
objects, the City could prevent them from being revealed to non-authorized users in
search “hit” lists or allow them to be revealed but prevent non-authorized users from
accessing them. With the adoption of the “open by default” philosophy, the department /
division responsibility for a content object would be just another metadata element and
not the driving force for determining access (as is the case today).
5.8.3 Develop a Migration Plan for Network Drives and Email Accounts
A considerable volume of content objects reside on the City’s network drives and in
email accounts. Employees would benefit from having easier access to much of those
objects / messages. At the same time, it is likely that some of the content objects and
messages are valueless (e.g., are transitory records) or have met (or exceeded) their
retention periods.
We recommend the City develop a migration plan for each type of network drive and for
email accounts, including the email accounts of individuals who no longer work for the
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City. The migration plan would determine the number of objects / messages to be
migrated to the ECM system, how the migration would occur (i.e., manual, automated
using a software tool such as File Facets which can map objects / messages to an ECM
system, or a hybrid approach), migration responsibilities, and a (phased) migration
timeline. The plan would also address the future of network drives at the City,
i.e., whether they will continue to exist and if so, under what conditions.
5.8.4 ECM System Use Must be Mandatory for All Departments and All
Employees
Although intended for City-wide use, SIRE is not used by all departments (or by all
divisions in certain departments) and its users are predominantly RM Program
employees, Office Managers, and administrative support staff. There are no current
performance measures associated with the use of SIRE, and no implications if
individuals or teams choose not to use it.
ECM system implementation will not be successful if departments, divisions within
departments, or individual employees are permitted to opt out of using the system. ECM
system use must be ubiquitous, mandatory, and enforced.
5.8.5 Develop a Physical Records Digitization Strategy
There is considerable interest in digitizing existing physical records (such as property
files) in order to expand access to those records for both desk-based employees and
field staff. However, because digitization is a costly and time-consuming process (that
should be completed in accordance with the Canadian General Standards Board
standard), it is recommended that the City prepare a cost-benefit analysis for each
physical record series to determine – strategically – if/when to digitize existing physical
records.
Note: Approved digitization should be performed according to the Records Digitization
Standard, the development of which is recommended in the Records Management Gap
Analysis Report.
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6. Recommendations & Implementation
6.1 Key Recommendations
There are a handful of strategic actions needed. We recommend that:
• Council formalize the commitment to digitize and deliver modern digital customer
services.
• The City's CAO and Senior Leadership Team (SLT) lead efforts to shift the
organization’s focus to modernization and digital service delivery across each of
the City’s service areas, and measure success against this objective.
• The City work to identify sources of funding to support increased investment in
modernization and digitization of services.
• The City commit to making smart, targeted investments in key modernization and
digital initiatives – including the expansion of the Citywide Asset Management
System currently being implemented to address corporate Work Management
needs, implementation of a Land and Property Management System,
Microsoft 365 expansion for ECM and Web Portal to underpin the modernization
agenda.
The People, Process, then Technology approach is a proven method for thinking
through and executing on technology strategy and solutions, which we have applied to
our recommendations.
So, specifically in these areas, we recommend the City:
6.1.1 People Solutions
1. Provide digital education (external speakers, learning programs) to leaders,
managers and staff to help illustrate the art of the possible, to grow the
organization’s digital literacy and to help everyone better understand what it
takes to implement and deliver modern services and supporting technology
solutions.
2. Increase investment in staffing within IT, particularly in the business solutions
area, to support solutions implementation, digitization and ongoing operation,
evolution and enhancement of newly digitized processes.
3. Increase project success, by resourcing projects with Project Management,
Change Agents, Business Analyst and Subject Matter Expert positions using
capital funding where possible to contract-in staffing expertise and to backfill
business specialists for these roles.
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6.1.2 Process Solutions
1. Prepare a formal IT and GIS Strategy (that should be approved by Council), that
addresses the corporate IT, GIS and data needs and sets out the City’s
long-term roadmap.
2. Commit to investing in technology as a method to save time in business units
(this is discussed further in the next section).
3. Explore and secure new internal and external funding mechanisms to support the
needed increase in investment for technology (e.g., grants, gas tax, development
charges, permit revenues, service surcharges, etc.).
4. Focus on digitizing the identified business processes where demonstrable
business value can be achieved (e.g., utility locates, building permits, road
occupancy permits, work order management, etc.).
5. Establish a BPO capability within the organization by training select staff to
conduct BPO work.
6. Update Records Management manuals and policies to support modernized
document and records management and pave the way for the implementation of
a new ECM.
7. Prepare policies to support modernization (e.g., digital signatures and approvals).
6.1.3 Technology Solutions
1. Extend the City's existing eSolutions web platform to include online portal
technology that provides identity (login), forms, payments and back-office
business systems integration capabilities.
2. Expand the scope of the current implementation of the Citywide Asset
Management System (AMS) to include Work Management capabilities, online
service requests, mobile, locates and other core functions.
3. Implement a new Planning, Permitting and Licensing System (PPLS) for handling
planning, permitting and licensing business processes, as well as bylaw
standards and enforcement.
4. Implement a shared Point of Sale solution for processing payments in a
standardized fashion online and offline.
5. Mobilize field staff, by providing modern devices, connectivity and access to
business solutions (Citywide, GIS) directly to field staff.
6. Digitize historic paper records into business systems, reducing reliance on paper
and the requirement to operate dual systems.
7. Implement an ECM system based on existing M365; migrate content from File
Shares and SIRE; decommission File Shares and SIRE.
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6.2 Recommended Implementation Sequencing
The consultants have considered the size of the City, the resources available, the time
required for the successful implementation of these systems and a logical bundling of
common processes in proposing the following schedule.
A high-level suggested sequence is as follows:
1. Continue with the AMS implementation and expand to other relevant areas of
asset and work management (including locates, mobile field working, work
orders, inspections, etc.).
2. Implement the ECM and M365-based automations along with other specialty
solutions.
3. Implement the LPS in the processes where best value could be received and
expand the implementation into the other areas in the future.
All three areas of implementation require city-wide resources, significant investment and
should be considered multi-year initiatives. Given the size and nature of these
initiatives, we recommend that the City run only one of these projects at a time. Below is
the proposed sequence of projects to be implemented along with estimated high-level
costs.
6.2.1 Detail Level Suggested Implementation Plan
The implementation plan breaks into the following timeline (note the numbers identified
in the implementation plan correspond to the BPO processes).
Year
2020
2021/22

2022/23

2024

2025

Implementation Activities
Asset Management System (AMS) implementation project has approved budget
Continue Asset Management system implementation
#1 – Locates Request Management process
#4 – Road Occupancy Permits process
#5 – Asset Management Complaints and Service Request Management process
#6 – Tax Certificate (TC) Request Management process
ECM/Microsoft 365 planning in 2022 and implementation in 2023
#24 – Fire Document Review process (FOI)
#26 – Water QMS-DCR
#27 – Water and WW Treatment QMS-OFI
Total cost of PPLS has been spread from 2024 to 2026
#2 – Building Permits (New Construction)
#3 – Building Permits (Renovations)
#11 – Clean and Clear Bylaw Complaints process
#18 – Property Standards Bylaw Complaints process
#10 – Council Meeting, Agenda Management process
#12, 13 – Animal Licensing process
AMS and PPLS to continue
#16 – Compliance Letters – Building and Zoning
#25 – Compliance Letters – Multi-Unit
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Year

2026

2027

Implementation Activities
#17 – Fire Inspections
#14 – Vital Statistics – Burial Permits
#19 – Vital Statistics – Marriage Licenses
#23 – Entrance Permits process
Cost to implement all types of Planning applications:
#22 – Site Plan Applications process
#24 – Fire Document Review process (planning-related)
#7 – Water and WW Treatment Work Orders
#15 – Water and WW Treatment Logbooks
There could be extra capacity of the resources that could be available for other projects
#20 – `Parking Enforcement – Complaints and Ticket Lifecycle Management
#21 – Municipal Lot Parking Permits
#28 – Municipal Lot Complaints
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6.3 Budget Impacts / Implications
The following table provides the estimated budget implications for the suggested sequence and recommendations.
Year

Tech Cost
Min.

Tech Cost
Max.

Annual
Operational
Cost Max.
N/A

Resource
Cost

Total

Notes

N/A

Annual
Operational
Cost Min.
N/A

2020

N/A

N/A

Approved

50,000

70,000

6,000

9,000

$300,000
(PM, BA,
SME)

$356,000 –
$379,000

2022

20,000

30,000

N/A

N/A

$300,000
(PM, BA,
SME)

$320,000 –
$330,000

2023

236,000

358,000

126,000

126,000

$375,000

$737,000 –
$859,000

2024

100,000

200,000

15,000

30,000

$300,000
(PM, BA,
SME)

$415,000 –
$530,000

2025

25,000

50,000

25,000

50,000

$300,000
(PM, BA,
SME)

$350,000 –
$400,000

Asset Management System (AMS) implementation
project has approved budget
Continue Asset Management System implementation
#1 – Locates Request Management process
#5 – Asset Management Complaints and Service
Request Management process
#4 – Road Occupancy Permits process
#6 – Tax Certificate (TC) Request Management
process
ECM/Microsoft 365 project planning in 2022 to be
implemented in 2023
ECM/Office 365 implementation in 2023
#24 – Fire Document Review process (FOI)
#26 – Water QMS-DCR
#27 – Water and WW Treatment QMS-OFI
Total cost of PPLS has been spread from 2024 to 2026
#2 – Building Permits (New Construction)
#3 – Building Permits (Renovations)
#11 – Clean and Clear Bylaw Complaints process
#18 – Property Standards Bylaw Complaints process
#10 – Council Meeting, Agenda Management process
#12, 13 – Animal Licensing process
AMS and PPLS to continue
#16 – Compliance Letters – Building and Zoning
#25 – Compliance Letters – Multi-Unit
#17 – Fire Inspections
#14 – Vital Statistics – Burial Permits
#19 – Vital Stats – Marriage Licenses
#23 – Entrance Permits process

2021
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Year

Tech Cost
Min.

Tech Cost
Max.

Annual
Operational
Cost Max.
50.000

Resource
Cost

Total

Notes

150,000

Annual
Operational
Cost Min.
25,000

2026

75,000

$300,000
(PM, BA,
SME)

$400,000 –
$500,000

50,000

120,000

16,000

25,000

$300,000
(PM, BA,
SME)

$366,000 –
$445,000

Cost to implement all types of planning applications:
#22 – Site Plan Applications process
#24 – Fire Document Review process
(planning-related)
#7 – Water and WW Treatment Work Orders
#15 – Water and WW Treatment Logbooks
There could be extra capacity of the resources that
could be available for other projects
#20 – Parking Enforcement – Complaints and Ticket
Lifecycle Management
#21 – Municipal Lot Parking Permits
#28 – Municipal Lot Complaints

2027

Total

556,000

978,000

213,000

290,000

$1,875,000

$2,944,000 –
$3,443,000
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Appendix 1 – Locates Sample BPO
The following is provided as a sample of the process documentation prepared as part of
the BPO work.

Current (As-Is) Process Documentation
This shows the current (as-is) business process, with items in red identified as
redundant items, and orange as process steps that require manual processing.

July 31, 2020

Locates - As-Is Process Flow

Start

1
Three Emails
received from
Ontario1Call (O1C)

2
Open each email to
identify the stream

Yes

3
Multi-address
request?

4
Occasionally send
Information request
form to Dev Servcs
and Engineering
(DSE)

5
DSE search, find and
print information

No

Water/Sewer,
Traffic/City
Electrical,
Street Lighting

D1-Water/Sewer
request
D2-Traffic/City
Electrical request
D3-Street Lighting
request

Dev Srvcs have
large maps,
camera info, As
built (Digital CAD
files), Indexed,
historical maps
on paper

D4-DSE info request
form

6
Send back the
information to
Admin Staff

D5-DSE information

7

14
Invoice sent to
Accounts Payable

A

B

C

Traffic/City Electrical

Water/Sewer

Emergency

13
Approve Invoice for
payment

12
Compare Invoice
items with the Excel
Sheet

11
End of the month,
Invoice received
from CCS

D6-Monthly Invoice
for locates done by
CCS

15
Invoice paid

End

D

8
O1C sends a
separate email
directly to the 3rd
party contractor
(CCS)

Street Lighting

10
Add a new record in
the Spreadsheet
and mark it as
Street Lighting

9
Admin Staff (AS)
Open the City
Electrical/Street
Lighting combined
spreadsheet

One Spreadsheet is used for both
Street Lighting and City Electrical
Locates
Spreadsheet is updated with: O1C
request #, Requestor name, Date
received, Address, Work begin date
(Due date for the Locate crew)

Time saved
15 minutes

Page 1
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July 31, 2020

Locates - As-Is Process Flow
16
Traffic/City
Electrical (T/
CE)Locate request
has been received

A

18
Generate the Stake
Out Sheet (SoS)
from the
Spreadsheet (merge
document)

17
Update the T/CE
Excel Spreadsheet
with the new
request

24
Send the Package to
the Electricians in a
file

25
Electricians pickup
the oldest file

20
Open the Outlook
Calendar for
Electricians

D7-T/CE Stake Out
Sheet

Enter: O1C request #,
Requestor name, Date
received, Address, Work
begin date (Due date for
the Locate crew)

26
Lookup the Orillia
Internal Map Index

19
Print the SoS, attach
the other
documents received
from O1C

22
Add all the O1C City
Electrical Locates
requests into the
calendar

23
Print the Daily
Schedule, Attach
the O1C documents

21
Select the next
unscheduled date
on the Calendar

D8-Daily Schedule
for Electricians

28
Check the drawings
from the Internal
Mapping Index

27
Lookup the Simcoe
County GIS mapping

29
Any evidence of
cables?

Yes

30
Add a sticky note to
the SoS. E.g. Paint
needed

31
Visit the address,
Locate and mark the
ground

32
Draw markings map
on the SoS

No
33
Mark the All Clear
check box on the
SoS

End

38
Email the scanned
documents to the
requestor

39
File the hardcopy
for 60 days

36
Scan the SoS, O1C
email, additional
document

37
File the package in
SIRE

D9-Email to the
requestor

After 60 days, destroy

E

35
Login to O1C
website and update
the request

34
Send the SoS
package to the
Admin staff

Enter Name, Date, Additional
Info, Mark Complete

Time saved
30 minutes

Page 2

July 31, 2020

Locates - As-Is Process Flow

B

42
Generate the Stake
Out Sheet (SoS)
from the
Spreadsheet (merge
document)

41
Update the W/S
Excel Spreadsheet
with the new
request

40
Water/Sewer (W/S)
Locate request has
been received

50
Add all the O1C W/S
Locates requests
into the calendar

44
Search the MS
Access DB for W/S
line information

D10-W/S Stake Out
Sheet

Enter: O1C request #,
Requestor name, Date
received, Address, Work
begin date (Due date for
the Locate crew)
51
Print the Daily
Schedule, Attach
the O1C documents,
additional
information sheets

43
Print the SoS, attach
the other
documents received
from O1C

49
Select the next
unscheduled date
on the Calendar

D11-W/S
information printed
from Access

48
Open the Outlook
Calendar for W/S

45
Print the MS Access
information

46
Search the drawings
index for location
specific drawings

47
Print the Drawings
Index information

D12-Index drawings
information

D13-Daily Schedule
for W/S

No

52

53
Leave the package
for W/S staff to pick
up

65
Fill-out a form with
missing information

54
W/S staff pickup the
package

55
Require more
information?

56
Contact Admin staff
for additional
information (phone
call)

57
Admin Staff search
and provide
additional info

58
Locate Staff Review
the package

No
64
Work complete?

63
Yes

D14-W/S missing
information request
form

Yes

62
Manually draw the
locates info on the
SoS

61
Mark the site as
required

Yes
60
Visit the location

59
Marking
required on
site?

No
D15-W/S missing
information
E

66
Attach the form to
SoS and send back
to Admin staff
(Carry forward
locates)

67
Admin staff find the
information, print
and attach to SoS

68
Reschedule on the
W/S Daily schedule

69
Add to the schedule
day’s package

On Page 2
Time saved
45 minutes

Page 3
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July 31, 2020

Locates - As-Is Process Flow

C

70
Admin Staff, contact
the Locates staff by
phone

69
Emergency Locate
received

71
Locate staff search
the relevant
databases

72
Visit required?

Yes

73
Visit the location

No

77
Admin staff update
O1C website

End

76
Inform the Admin
staff by phone

75

74
Locate and mark the
ground

Eliminated Activity

Start and/or End of a
process

Decision Point

On-page reference/
connector

Sub Process

Activity

Manual/
Administrative
Activity

Off-page reference/
connector

Document/Email

DSE-Development Services and Engineering
O1C-Ontario One Call
SoS-Stake Out Sheet
T/CE-Traffic/City Electrical
W/S-Water/Sewer

Page 4
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Optimized (To-Be) Information Sheet
This shows documentation around the redesigned to-be (future) business process.
Business Process Name Locates
Review Date July 20, 2020
Process Owner Multiple: Electrical and Water
Process Owner Department Environment and Infrastructure Services (EIS)
Process Owner Division Multiple: Electrical and Water
Review Team Marsha Hooper; Karen Strain; Connie Barnes; Ken

VanWyck; Dan Kerr; Renee Recoskie; Liz Reid; Laura
Smit; Ryan Perera; Tyler Hunt; Jason Connell;
Process Facilitator Prasanna Gunasekera;
Typical Customers: Ontario One Call (O1C) receives the requests from customers and
forwards to the City.
The reason for the process: To ensure that the City assets are protected from the work done
by others.
Day-in-Life Scenario: Rita is a field staff member who is responsible for Locates in the Water
and Wastewater business unit. Rita uses the City’s Asset Management System (AMS) to
manage all Locates requests. The daily schedule in the AMS shows the number of Locates
requests as individual Work Orders (WO) that Rita needs to attend to. The AMS also hosts all
the data related to water connections, drawings, distances, measurements, etc. Rita opens the
day’s WOs on a map and decides the optimal route to minimize the driving required. At the first
location, the system generates a digital Stake Out Sheet (SOS) on Rita’s tablet. After confirming
the measurements and marking the ground, Rita updates the digital SOS on the tablet and
saves it and updates the status of the WO as complete. The AMS automatically sends the SOS
to Ontario One Call via the integration between the AMS and the O1C system.
Process changes:
Intake: O1C is integrated with the AMS. All Locates requests from O1C create Work
Orders in the AMS.
Internal Review and Approval: The Locates staff use digital mobile technologies to
update the Work Orders and to complete the Stake Out Sheets in the field.
Fulfillment: When the WO is deemed complete by the field staff, the AMS automatically
updates the O1C system.
People Changes:

41

Technology Changes: Incorporate the data in the MS Access database for water lines and
measurements related information in the AMS. Incorporate the Orillia map Index and the
Simcoe GIS layers within the City’s integrated GIS environment. Build integration between O1C
and the AMS for bidirectional data exchange.
Policy Changes: None
Challenges: Access to mobile technologies in the field, funding availability and the support from
the leadership and staff to implement the changes proposed.
Assumptions: That the new Asset Management System is capable of automating the Locates
process including the integration with O1C.
Service Standards (SLA): Service levels are already in place by the O1C system.
Optimization benefits:

Customer
Experience
(Cx)

Elapsed
time

Current

Via Ontario
One Call
emails

Low

Future

Via Ontario
One Call
integrated

High

Improvement

Annual # of
transactions
Water: 3000
Electrical:
1500

High

# of hrs.
saved per
transaction
Water: 1 hr
Electrical: 45
minutes

Time saved
from the
eliminated
activities
Emergency 2 43 activities
hours,
can be
Others 5
eliminated
days
from a total
of 77
Emergency 2
hours,
Others 2
days
3 days
1 hr, 45
minutes

Hourly rate ($)

Cost
avoidance

$50

Water:
$150,000
Electrical:
$56,250

Paper use
(hardcopy
documents
eliminated)
10
hardcopy
documents
can be
eliminated

10
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Optimized (To-Be) Process Documentation
This identifies the revised and redesigned (to-be) business process. Note the reduction
in process steps.

August 3, 2020

Locates – To-be Process Flow

Start

2
System integration
between O1C and
the Asset
Management
System (AMS)
generates up to 3
Work Orders (WO)

1
Ontario1Call (O1C)
email notifications
are received

Water/Sewer,
Traffic/City
Electrical,
Street Lighting

3
Multi-address
request?

1: Water
2: Electrical
3. Street lights
(auto resolved)

4

9
Invoice sent to
Accounts Payable

A

B

C

Traffic/City Electrical

Water/Sewer

Emergency

8
Approve Invoice for
payment

7
Compare Invoice
items with AMS
Street Light WOs

5
O1C sends a
separate email
directly to the 3ed
party contractor
(CCS)

D

Street Lighting

6
End of the month,
Invoice received
from CCS

D1-Monthly Invoice
for locates done by
CCS

10
Invoice paid

End

Page 1

August 3, 2020

Locates – To-be Process Flow

A

11
Traffic/City
Electrical (T/
CE)Locate request
has been received

12
AMS automatically
schedules the
Locate in the next
available slot

13
A digital stake Out
Sheet (SOS) is
available in the
system

18
The AMS
automatically sends
the SOS to O1C via
the integration and
updates the O1C
website

End

19
Water/Sewer (W/S)
Locate request has
been received

15
Visit the location if
required

Orillia internal Map index
Simcoe GIS maps
Drawings

The system maintains the
allocates days and slots
for the field staff

B

14
All required
information are
available within the
GIS layers of the
AMS

20
AMS automatically
schedules the
Locate in the next
available slot for the
W/S staff

21
A digital stake Out
Sheet (SOS) is
available in the
system

17
Update the Locates
request status to
Complete

22
All required
information are
available within the
GIS layers and the
AMS

16
Complete the digital
SOS and save within
the AMS

23
Visit the location

Water connection details (Currently in
Access db)
Orillia internal Map index
Simcoe GIS maps
Drawings

The system maintains the
allocates days and slots
for the field staff

End

26
The AMS
automatically sends
the SOS to O1C via
the integration and
updates the O1C
website

25
Update the Locates
request status to
Complete

24
Complete the digital
SOS and save within
the AMS

Page 2
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August 3, 2020

Locates – To-be Process Flow

C

28
Admin Staff, contact
the Locates staff by
phone

27
Emergency Locate
received

29
Locate staff search
the relevant
databases

30
Visit required?

Yes

31
Visit the location

No

35
Admin staff update
O1C website

End

Start and/or End of a
process

Decision Point

On-page reference/
connector

Sub Process

Activity

Manual/
Administrative
Activity
DSE-Development Services and Engineering
O1C-Ontario One Call
SoS-Stake Out Sheet
T/CE-Traffic/City Electrical
W/S-Water/Sewer

34
Inform the Admin
staff by phone

33

32
Locate and mark the
ground

Off-page reference/
connector

Document/Email

Page 3
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